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Overview| The in-service performance of commercially available curtain walling
system has undergone steady progress over the recent decades, and one of the
most important reasons is the utilization of new composite materials, which can
be designed to provide good structural performance Meanwhile since a façadesbe designed to provide good structural performance. Meanwhile, since a façades
is the main media between exterior and interior environment, its thermal
performance becomes a considerable factor in the time of energy shortage. In
order to put composite façade elements on market, all the requirements in terms
of cost, structural and thermal performance, have to be taken into consideration.
However conflict arises when a choice perfectly optimises one metric while turnsHowever, conflict arises when a choice perfectly optimises one metric while turns
out to be unsatisfying for the others. On the way to achieve a good compromise,
an accurate calculation and a multi-objective optimisation system needs to be
constructed.
Outcomes & Impact| Façade design is becoming a practical subject on account
of the growing importance of building envelope On the one hand more and moreof the growing importance of building envelope. On the one hand, more and more
requirements are specified for achieving the goal of occupant comfort; on the
other hand, nature resources are limited on the earth and sustainability has
become one of our biggest concerns. Since a façade can contribute up to 25% of
the total building costs with an average cost of around £400 per m2, industrial
manufacturers are keen to find out the lowest whole life cost form of façademanufacturers are keen to find out the lowest whole-life cost form of façade
element. This research aims to identify and develop such suitable optimisation
techniques to assist façade engineering optimization design.
Work involved
· Formulation of parametric performance algorithms for a general panel that will
p edict the st ct al and the mal pe fo mance of a panel nde a n mbe ofpredict the structural and thermal performance of a panel under a number of
different loading conditions, verified through existing test data
· Identification and development for suitable multi-objective optimization
techniques for optimization analysis of shape and material of façade panel
elements with respect to structural, thermal performance and cost
· Sensitivity analysis in relationships among variables constraints and optimal· Sensitivity analysis in relationships among variables, constraints and optimal
solution through computational methods in order to provide designers with
criteria for basic conceptual design and analysis
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